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this is the arduino source code to generate the key using
an at-401 and the ascii to binary converter written by

dieter böhm, ported to a bus pirate by daniele cavalieri.
the at-401 contains 2 eeprom chips to store the key. the
second eeprom is injected to the bus pirate using a serial
line. the first eeprom is read and output by the bus pirate
using the at-401 chip. with the at-401 the keys are up to 9
digits long. the bus pirate spi-eeprom from adafruit (a ttl-
eeprom module from analog devices). this eeprom is used

in the arduino libraries. it works fine with a $2.50 3.3v
eeprom (thanks to niklas karlsson) but you have to buy a
$13.50 32khz clock module which changes the working

voltage to a shorter one to avoid protection diodes to burn
out. for a $2.3v 32khz eeprom there is a library of arduino
available that simply can handle it. this is of course only as
long as you only change the 16 bytes of data. the idea is to
copy the key to the right eeprom and read it back after the
connection is dead. that's why for each bit the key is sent
through both eeproms twice (as a 16 bit byte). the key is
sent via two registers on the at-401. for each bit a line is

output which is echoed back with the pc5 line of the
at-401. the pc5 output of the at-401 is then inverted and

sent back to the at-401 via the pc4 line. each line is
attached to an inverter to invert it. this is necessary since
arduino has some led connected to the lines. due to the

input of the at-401 a switching point is created for the pc4
line that causes the led to shine on and off. the at-401 is
simply used as a buffer for the pc5 line. because of the
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switching point the high lines of the at-401 are needed to
send the low lines to the pc5 line. if the at-401 would not

be used to hold the low line all low lines could be used. this
trick allows the first low line of the pc5 line to be redirected

to the input of a register to "invert" it. the register is
activated by a high signal on the pc4 line (that's why the
at-401 "saves" the inverted pc5 signal). all pc5 lines are

stored in registers until the connection is dead. the arduino
library is simply needed to send data to the at-401. when
the pc4 line of the at-401 is high, the low lines are stored
in the right register. when the pc4 line is low, the inverted
low lines are sent. a simple example could look like this:

char buffer[16]; void setup() { serial.begin(9600);
serial.write("at+gprs "); serial.write("at ");

serial.write("at+gmmdr=2 "); serial.write("at+gmmode=3
"); serial.write("at+gsmor=0 "); delay(2000); } void loop()

{ serial. 5ec8ef588b
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